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yourselfand leave immediately.
Know the history of the breed, the

breed standard, and other characteristics
of Curlies, and be prepared to answer
the same basic questions over and over
again—and always do it with a smile.
While Curlies are wonderful, versatile
pets and multipurpose retrievers, they
are wickedly smart and not always the
right dog for everyone.
Be sure to refer interested parties to

the parent—club website (ccrcamjg) or the
AKC for more information. —M..KM.
Thank you, Mary Kay, for sharing this

with us. —Ann Shinkle, Grand Island,
Fla. ; Annshinkle@aol.com §

Fl'atCoated Retrievers

ur guest columnist this issue is
WayneWilkinson.

You Can Teach an Old Dog
New Tricks
In March 2008 I attended a

daylong workshop called
“Fetch Fever,” offered by the
field committee of the Flat—

Coated Retriever Club of
Illinois to newcomerswho’d
never earned a field title.

I didn’t know what to expect, but
the five field—committee members pro—
vided hands—on coaching to introduce
dogs to retrieving and handlers to
training techniques,bumper—throwing,
field vocabulary, and how to participate
in a training group. Dogs were worked
in brief sessions, each time extending
distances, and by the end of the day
participants were amazed at what their
dogs could do.
At the time, it seemed that our 3—

year—old Cammii (Oakwoods Black
Pearl) had more potential for field—

work, but I brought 8—year—old Bobby
(Mars Lights at Night, CD, MX,MX],
AJP, OAP) along for the exercise.
When I told Doris Ehret that Bobby

didn’t swim, she just smiled and asked
ifI knew what modelingwas. I had no
idea what she was talking about, but
she showed me that once Bobby saw
Cammii retrieving from water, he
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couldn’t stand by idly. Much to my
amazement, he jumped right in after a
bumper.
Karen Peterson became my mentor,

and many other club members also
includedme in their training sessions
and taught me about field, even though
it seemed unlikely that either ofmy
dogs would ever earn any titles. Bobby
looked like he was smiling when run—

ning agility, but that was nothing com—

pared to his excitement when he knew
we were going out field training.
In the fall of 2008, I attended the

club’s October Fetch event, a field
workshop given by BunnyMillikin.
Bobby received a ReserveJam the next
day—and the next spring he placed
second!
In April 2010, Bobby and I attended

MitchWhite’s Field Training Concepts
seminar, sponsored by FCRCI. I
expected the material to be way over
my head, as well as Bobby’s. But I

learned a lot—and as for
Bobby, every time I looked
at a setup and said, “Bobby
can’t do this,” Bobby would
go and do it.
Next, the WC test! This

was at the Indiana specialty.
At the test, Bobby, now 10 years old,
lined the land—doubleand completed
the watermarks to earn hisWC.Two
days later, he finished second in
UnsteadyA singles. He delivered to
hand seven of the eight marks run in
the two stakes; the eighth was dropped
on my feet, after a long swim. Of all
the titles and ribbons Bobby has
earned in agility, none was more satis—

fying than these two.
On to the Junior Hunter title! We

continued to train through the sum—

mer, as neither of us wanted to quit.
Bobby’s delivery to hand improved
enough for us to start running in
Junior—and qualifying. At the Midwest
Field Trial Club’s test in September,
Bobby finished his Junior title!
It just proves that it’s never too late

to get your Flat—Coats involved in the
very thing they were bred to do.
However, I would recommend starting
somewhat earlier that I did.

Bobby is now 11 and still competing (D
in both field events and agility.
Thanks to Karen Peterson, Doris

Ehret, Cindy Chaffee, Liz Farwell,
Sandra Muer,]oyceAnn Krueger,
Shirley Short, BunnyMillikin, Lori
Nevins, and everyone else who’s helped
me.—WW
Thank you,Wayne. —Sally Tenoux,

gumod

Awada, C010,; sjterroux@aol.com §

9'Golden Retrievers

Influence

Recently I had the opportunity to
Judge at championship level shows

in four different countries inside of a
four—week timeframe.This included all—

breed shows in three of the four
countries, and the Golden national
specialties in Korea and Brazil.
As you may know, Goldens (and

many other breeds as well) are prima—
rily ofAmerican style and primarily
from American bloodlines.Very few
Americans, however, have actually vis—

ited the countries where “our” style of
dog dominates in the show ring.As a
result, few of us realize the great influ—
ence we have on the way our breed is

perceived and presented overseas.
Some of the presentation might well
surprise you.
While some of the more serious

overseas breeders have been to
American shows, especially the national

‘1‘
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specialty,most have not,
often because of the signifi—

cant costs involved or, in
some cases, the difficulty
obtaining a Visa.Yet they
emulate American handling
styles, and even more our
grooming techniques—or what they
perceive as our grooming techniques.
Many of you know that I dislike the

“flufifing and puffing” of Golden coats
too often seen in the ring today because
it is totally contrary to the requirements
of the breed standard,which specifically
faults a sqfl, open coat. You might be sur—

prised that this look is copied and exag—
gerated overseas. In judging,particularly
in South America and Asia, but to a lesser
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